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Some recommendations for getting off the blocks - II
Write to saijagan@rishivalley.org for any clarifications

KVPY

The KVPY examination will require a fair bit of problem solving and sometimes also a
few topics from Class XII. You will have to plan out the next few months with an eye
on the expected syllabus. The past years question papers (easily available) are the best
guide for planning. It is indeed useful if these questions are sorted by topics and this
is also easily available from most correspondence material (Resonance for example).

Here are a few suggestions to start out the subjects and problem solving in an
engaging and interesting way.

Physics

1. Choice of Examination

If Physics is one of your favourite subjects consider writing the first stage of the
Indian National Physics Olympiad. Check the first level papers of past years.

The second level is the interesting and really challenging examination. You can get
an excellent taste of the proficiency level by referring to a small classic collection of
problems by SS krotov (Aptitude problem in physics).

Additionally, the books we are using will set excellent standards.

2. Some immediate instructions

Here is a clear set of instructions for you for the immediate next few days,

• Watch this first lecture by Yale Professor Shankar Ramamurti. Video link is on
the webpage. It is on the topic that we first need to understand (Vectors).

• I will upload an assignment for this topic in the next couple of days. Try to
systematically write down the answers for as many questions as is possible for
you. I will discuss the answers when you arrive here.

3. Problem Solving

The big change from before for you in Physics and in Chemistry is the importance
and central role of problem solving. The idea is to solve many problems from good
resources. We will try to help you to access world class resources.

Chemistry

1. NCERT books

Chemistry is the subject in which you need to be most careful because you should
devote the time that the subject requires. I suggest you start reading the Chapter
1 (NCERT Chemistry book 1). You will realise that you know most of the basic
ideas from before. The big difference is some serious problem solving. There are
many. Do not shy away from algebra or calculations. If possible try some short cut
calculations without using a calculator. Many important examinations will NOT
permit the use of a calculator.
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2. Some inspiring lectures on Videos

I am attaching links to two beautiful lectures by BBC, Professor Wothers who is one
of the contemperory faces of popularising Chemistry in the world. The lectures might
give some inspiring introduction to Organic Chemistry and Inorganic Chemistry.

There is a third aspect of Chemistry, Physical Chemistry.

But, all Chemistry share some common foundation which is mostly Book 1 of
NCERT. So, you now start immediately on working on Book 1.

3. Solve problems and check answers

I repeat the most important advice. Solve problems. Some may be a roadblock.

On the internet you might find several free links to reliable answers for the NCERT
questions. I found BYJU’s reasonably reliable. But, do not always trust the answers.
We can discuss those questions which have doubt.

Mathematics

1. Choice of Examination

Give the PreRMO in all seriousness. There will a lot of discussion on this when we
reach school. This will expose you a gamut of beautiful ideas in Mathematics.

2. Start serious study of Algebra and Trigonometry

You can refer to the book “Challenge and thrill of Pre College Mathematics”. Also,
Hall and Knight and better still Banard and Child’s book on Algebra are classics
and well above the level that you have experienced before this.

3. Solve Problems

Solve every, every problem in the book Mathematical Circles. This will give you a
great foundation for everything in the next two years.

4. Start Reading Thomas’s Calculus

Start reading Thomas’s calculus from the beginning. You will realise why it such a
highly rated book all over the world. In particular, you will find it extremely lucid
and easy to read and understand. Study the solved problems in the book. They are
extremely illuminating and presented very beautifully.

Biology

1. Choice of Examination

Have a look at the AIIMS and Indian Olympiad (Stage 1) question papers. You
might find extremely interesting and challenging questions that might increase your
appetite for more careful reading of very good books and ofcourse KVPY question
papers of Class XI.

2. Readings

Start reading Campbell’s Biology. It is an international favourite amongst students
and teachers. Perhaps you will like the book a lot.

The NCERT text book also has excellent reviews. You must read and reread both
these books and also see if you can now sail through the questions from the most
difficult examinations. You will find sources where the questions from these exami-
nations (KVPY also) have been sorted topicwise.


